
   

 

***************************************************** 

PREPARATION FOR TIME OF TROUBLE. TIME TO FLEE.  

DUTY OF PROPERTY. HEALTH CENTERS.  

***************************************************** 
Note: If you don’t look up all the references in this document you will loose 98% of the 

truth, and likely throw it out as trash, so look them up,  take time to read it in context. 
 

Seventh-day Adventists in the past have made some very foolish 

moves and blunders in making "Preparations" for the Time of Trou-

ble when all the Time they were told NOT to make ANY PREPA-

RATIONS for the Time of Trouble. This is for several fold reasons:  
(For a fuller Study see your INDEX under "TIME OF TROUBLE" p. 2818.)  
 

(1) Food taken from them by "violent hands" and by 

“strangers” (Hungry Gangs) whether this Food is in Store or in  

the Field. EW 56. 
  

(2) In "Time of Trouble" - Probation is closed. Which means  

the SEALING is over. God has pledged that not one will  

Die of His people in the "TIME OF TROUBLE."  
 

The difficulty here (to believe this) is the incessant string of False 

Prophets who have appeared and will appear in Church and in Re-

form who want some big "SLAUGHTER" of Adventists. When 

there is not a word of Truth to it. (Not of TRUE "Adventists'')  
 

(A) There can be no general Slaughter without a relaxation of Law 

and Order - right? Do you believe in the 4 Angels that hold the 4 

Winds until the SEALING is over? do you believe that they will do 

their work well? NO SLAUGHTER while those Angels are on Duty 

and on Guard. Not of "God's people."  
 

(B) So now the SEALING is over, and the Angels let go the Winds. 

So there will be a big SLAUGHTER, yes, of  course - there will be. 

But NOT of God's people! There are over 100 Testimonies to that 

effect. SLAUGHTER -YES! SLAUGTER TO ACTUALLY START 

IN THE Seventh-day Adventists Church! Beginning with the 

Preacher in the Pulpit! Read it in 5T: 211. Read what he is preach-

ing, and why the "SLAUGHTER" comes on him and everyone that 

listens to him down to the little children. "All perish TOGETHER!" 

5T:211. Ezekiel 9:6,7. 4SP 35. 
 

That place is no more Safe than was Old JERUSALEM the City of 

Sabbath-keepers and non-Pork eaters, of another Age. "The Holy 
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City." The Disciples who believed the Testimony of Jesus were told 

to "FLEE!" Not one lost their lives. What is the MIDNIGHT CRY?  
 

"Spewn OUT!" - means "Going through?" Not to use DRUGS - 

means to USE them? Well, that Mind - used to flipping itself into 

reverse Gear - would surely Fall for the "AWAKENING" that 

teaches: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" - means to stay RIGHT 

THERE!  
 

"Satan was trying his EVERY ART to HOLD them WHERE THEY 

WERE, until the SEALING was past ... and they left without a shel-

ter from the burning Wrath of God." EW 44. ExV 27 
 

The Destiny upon which the church hangs is shown in EW  270. But 

the FOOTNOTES are MISSING here - so take it from 1T:180-2. 

(This is a Straight Testimony TO the Laodiceans, not FROM the 

Laodiceans. It is given TO them by a "COMPANY" - a COM-

PANY" that is SEALED in the next page. Top of EW 271. And this 

is BEFORE the "LOUD CRY" which is at the bottom of that page. 

Some are shaken OUT of this "COMPANY" as they go back and 

take their stand with the Laodiceans.)"... all perish together." 5T:211. 
  

Yes, there is certainly a big SLAUGHTER there in the "Holy City", 

but not among God's people who go "OUT" to meet Him!"  

GOD'S PEOPLE - NO SLAUGHTER: TIME OF TROUBLE:  

Angels in the form of men of War protect God's people during -EW  

283. GC 621, 630-4. PK 513. PP 256. 3SG 196. 2SM 55.9T 17 
 

Angels provide Food and Water for the Righteous during the time of 

trouble. EW 282. SR 406.  

Blood of God's people will not be Shed. GC 634. EW 56. 3SG 252.  
 

Devils cannot destroy. 2SM 55.  

Safe in God's pavilion. 1T 125.  

Attempts to kill futile. EW 284-5.  

God will not forget His people". GC 626. 4SP 445. 

Eternally secure, 5T 475. 1T 206.  

In all parts of earth. 4 SDABC 1143.  

Wonderfully preserved. 1T 353. PK 590-1.  

God's people stand unmoved. PK 513.  

Satan cannot destroy. 9T 17.  
 

With all these References and 100 more - Why do Adventists want: 

(A) that "Slaughter?" (B) to Prepare for it in the face of these Prom-
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ises that God will protect them and Feed them, and if they DO have 

Food and Supplies laid up for them, they will be taken from them by 

"Violent hands!"  
 

Is it not, then - evidence of stark, staring "Unbelief" that leads them 

to lay in Store?  
 

Or is there something far more Sinister that that? What could it be?  
 

LET US CONSIDER THIS:  

God has said what to do to "Prepare" for the "Time of Trouble." He 

said it plainly, and He said it Repeatedly, but FEW are going to ac-

cept it, It will not be Popular. It will not Appeal to the Masses, nor to 

anyone. It is sheer "Justification" by naked Faith. It is an almost 

"Suicidal" act. It is just as Preposterous as Christ telling His Disci-

ples who were IN the "Holy" City, in the only place of Security, 

Warmth, Fellowship, and Refuge - to Flee "OUT" at a certain Sign. 

To be so utterly Irresponsible as to not even stop to get your Coat or 

your Purse. Of course, if you stop to Think of it, you will see the rea-

son why they had to Flee like that.  
 

Of course you know well enough, and I know well enough, that to 

Stop to get that Purse would not delay you THAT much. But there 

was more involved. Other Members of the Household would ask you 

WHY you are going, and you would Stop to Argue with them, or try 

to Persuade them to Save themselves by coming with you. And the 

End of it all may be that you would lose TIME, and in losing TIME 

you would lose your LIFE. This persuasion you should have done 

LONG-BEFORE, not left for the MIDNIGHT HOUR. In the MID-

NIGHT HOUR there is no Pleading, that is all Past, it is Time now 

to Obey the Command:  

"GO" and "GO ye OUT" and let there be no presumptuous dallying. 

With some Sickening and Perverted "LOVE" for the Unregenerate. 

"REMEMBER LOT’S WIFE." Remember Rev.18.  
 

This is a hard Test. But if ye "Love them MORE than Me - ye are 

not worthy of ME." So make up your mind which will it be? Christ 

or the World? If ye dally when Time has run out, they may even Call 

for the Jerusalem Police to lock you in Irons, and FORCE you to 

STAY on the Charge of "Desertion!!"  
 

You see this Picture very clearly in EW 78-81. But if you are deter-

mined to follow the Blind False Prophets heading INTO the City in 
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an hour such as this, then you must pay NO ATTENTION to the fol-

lowing Divine Instruction: 
  

"PREPARATION FOR THE END" - EW 69.  

As we approach "THE BATTLE" in the "DAY" of the Lord. SEPA-

RATE from those who reject the "Present Truth." And heed the 

"Lord's Messengers" and do not keep this a Secret. All this is em-

bodied in the Instruction on this Page. It is the SEAL and nothing 

else that will "PROTECT" us in the "Time of Trouble." EW 71.  
 

"The Angel is to place (a MARK upon the Forehead of all who are 

Separated from Sin and Sinners)... " 5T 505.  
 

That would be enough right there, and often that is all that I quote. 

But there is more, and perhaps now we should hear it, "... and the 

Destroying Angel will follow, to slay UTTERLY both Old and 

Young." 5T 505. DA 152. 2SG 201. RH, September 19, 1854 par. 

13.  
 

PREPARATION FOR THE END:  

So "BUYING" property is a "PREPARATION" for the End? My 

Books tell me that SELLING property is the "PREPARATION" for 

the End! 

Because this involved:  

(1) Speed the Last Message, this requires Means which we are 

Honored to give. Thus we will see Souls in the Kingdom.  

(2) But if you choose to let them Die so you can "SAVE" his Life - 

he that "SAVES" his Life - will Lose it. This wonderful "Property" 

will rise up in the Time of Trouble to crush you.  

(3) This "Property" will be of no Value in the Time of Trouble for 

two Reasons:  

(A) You will have to Flee from it. Gangs and Mobs will be clamor-

ing all over your Property looking for something to Eat.  

(B) Radio-activity and Disease-Germs will be rampant all thru the 

Land. So there will be so many DEAD - leaving so many EMPTY 

buildings, and no one wanting to remain in one place anyway - you 

can not Sell this Property now. Once of' great Value - now it is 

"VALUELESS." Law and Order has broken down completely, peo-

ple TAKE what they want. Including the Women. Who refused to 

Flee and Remained.  

IT IS WRITTEN:  

"Time of Trouble" commences when Christ leaves the Most Holy 
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Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary. GC 613-4. 4SP 431-2. PP201. 3SG 

134.  

"DEATH DECREE" does not come until midst of Plagues. EW 36 - 

7, 282-3.  4SP 444-445. LS 102. 5T 213.  
 

Dispose of Property and Possessions BEFORE. EW 56-7. CS 

59,60.ExV 45; GH, December 1, 1901 

Or it will rise up like a Mountain to crush you, and you will then 

WANT to dispose of it and not be able. EW 57. ExV 44;Broadside2, 

January 31, 1849.  

This time is just before us. 1T 206.  

Judgments of God upon Wicked. EW 33-4.  

Make NO PROVISION for temporal wants. EW 56.  

Many laid away to Sleep before. CH 375. SpM 6. 

Many little Children. 2SM 259.  

Many God's people in Chains. 4SP 445. GC 626.  

Message of Rev. 18 prepares for. EW 277.  

Have no clogs to weigh them down. EW 56-7.  

Possessions cannot be Sold. Not at any Price when you cannot "Buy 

or Sell" 5T 152. EW 56.  

This time shortened. GC 631.  

Soon to come. GC 622.  

Sword , Famine, Pestilence in the Land. EW 33-4.  

Very short. 1T 204.  

We are 'on verge of. 9T 43.  

Wicked seek to Destroy God's people during. EW 15, 34,  

36-7, 282-5. GC 615-36. PP 201.  

Work on saving Souls must be done before. EW 48.  

While Christ is in Sanctuary. EW 85.  

Trade Unions one major cause. 2SM 142. (AMA is a Trade Union.)  

Will increase until End. WM 136.  

******************************************************* 

Those "INSANE" are trying to lay their hands on all the 

"PROPERTY" they can acquire. COL 371. 2T 196-7. 9T 90. FCE 

233-4. EW 266.  
 

Proper to acquire PROPERTY for Sanitariums end Schools. 7T 102. 

TM 210.  

Purchase little pieces of Land where you can have Garden. 2SM 

356.  

Satan seeks to make possessors of land drunk with cares of this life. 
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EW 266. TM 474.  

Insane to gather, will be destroyed by Fire. 4T 49. 9T 13.  

Balls of Fire destroy mansions. 9T 28. LLM 50.  

Sacrifice PROPERTY for God's cause. 2SG 249.  

Wealthy church-members urged to sell. 5T 734.  

Accountability to God. 1T 324-5.  

Accumulation of becomes passion. 5T 276.  

Dangers attending. 1T 114, 492, 636.  

PROPERTY mania for. 1T 350-2. 4T 490.  

Sacrifice eternal life for. 2T 238.  

Serve Satan more than God. 1T 175.  

God condemns. TM 335.  

Not Sinful for good cause. 2SM 429.  

Aged believers willing to leave for God's cause. 4T 478.  

All you have belongs to God. 1T 199. 5T 736.  

Is not your own. 2T 668.  

Be willing to dispose of. 4T 479.  

Not leave to unbelieving children.3T 119-20. 4T 478, 481. 1T 528-9.  

Aged believers need help and counsel in disposing of. 3T 121.  

Before Time of Trouble. EW 56-7.  

By aged persons. 2T 675. 3T 116, 121.  

Do not leave until illness. 3T 117.  

For God's cause. 1T 177.  

Rash, warning against. EW 95.  

Right, God requires. 4T 124; ST, March 7, 1892; RH, Dec. 17, 1889. 

Seek advise of men of experience in making arrangements 3T 130.  

Warnings regarding EW 93-4.  

Donation of to God's cause that counts. MHP 143. 2T 244.  

To test their honesty. CS 116-7.  

To test them. 1T199.  

Esteem it a privilege to sacrifice. failure to dispose of  before Time 

of Trouble. 2SG249. EW 57, 95.  

Given to God is sealed with His immutability. CS 49. 9T 50-1.  

God places in men's hands that they may be almoners. WM 268. 4T 

477. AA 75.  

Regard yourself as steward. 6BC 1081.  

Great loss of property in disasters by land and sea. PK 277. (Earthquakes.)  

Held till last moment of death. 5T 154.  

Hoarding of displeases God. 2T 668;  CS 142. 

Displeases Christ. AH 397.  

Hold your, on God's altar. TM 147.  
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Secure to God's cause. AA 345. 5T 154.  

God's capital entrusted to men. 4T 124.  

Is talent for God. CS 114. 4T 619.  

Lay your, on God's altar. EW 66-7.  

Beforehand to Heaven. COL 375.  

Surrender to death or to God? 4T 480.  

Placed by God in men's hands for spread of Gospel. PP 529. 1T 536 

2T 654-5.  

Providentially available for Institutional work. 7T 102. 9T 270-3.  

Recognize God's right to. MM 276.  

Sacredly devote your. 9T 50-1.  

Sell before Time of Trouble. 1T:176-7, 192. 5T 733. EW 56-7.  

Some possessors covetous. 2SG 153-4. LS80 283;9T 126. 

Time coming, cannot be sold any price. EW 56. 5T 152. CS 159, 49. 

9T 50-1.  
 

SUMMARY. Property should be laid on the Altar, ready to Sell, to 

aid Last Message. The only other exception is for Health Centers. 

Message has first Priority. In Time of Trouble will be VALUELESS. 

So why buy property for "Time of Trouble?" Property invested in 

Souls in SEALING TIME will guarantee SEAL... and this guaran-

tees PROTECTION, CANOPY from Radio-activity and Plagues, 

and Pestilence that stalks thru rest of the land.  
 

Definitely NO PROPERTY HIDE-OUTS FOR TIME OF TROU-

BLE! Show me ONE such Statement from the Testimonies' It is  

just the reverse.  
 

SELL NOW - give to God now - and He will guarantee Bread and 

Water in Time of Trouble. We will go to "PREPARED PLACES" in 

the Mountains and Deserts and Isolated places. I see this as vacated 

Mining Camps, Logging Camps, Fishing Camps, Army Camps, 

abandoned Radar Stations, Forestry Look-out Stations. Mainly for 

the winter, and most likely only one Winter to worry about. Lots of 

fuel. Un-told thousands of Mines could be moved into. Industrious 

men could make them “Snug as a Bug in a Rug” - in short order. 

Even two or three of them, so when our "Former Brethren" tell the 

Wolf-Pack where we are, -when they get there the place will be 

empty. His Angels will Blind them to where we are. They would not 

find us with Helicopters. And they will have so much Trouble of 

their own to Worry about - they will not Trouble us as long as we 

are out of their Sight. The God that had a Pillar of Fire by Night and 
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a Cloud by Day for the Israelites - can have a Cloud over the Camp 

of the Saints, so no Airplane would ever find us. Believe the promise 

of God  “...He will sustain us. I saw that our Bread and Water will be 

SURE at that Time.” EW 56. What else do we require? So SELL 

that Property for the MESSAGE that will mean the SEAL OF God. 

"Go ye OUT to meet Him!" While all the world is crying: "Go  

ye IN to meet Jim!" It is Just a matter of where we place our Priori-

ties.  
 

“SIGNS OF THE TIMES” promotional full-page lay-out R&H.  

p. 25. May 3, 1973. "Some Magazines will tell you it's going to hap-

pen. Ours will tell you why it won't." Today, some magazines pre-

dict the TOTAL DESTRUCTION of our World. By man himself! 

But SIGNS has to DISAGREE... (So read the MAXWELL BOOK 

to see the TALMUDIC JEW “0NE-WORLD-KINGDGOM!")  

MAXWELL of SIGNS of the TIMES wrote us “MAN THE 

WORLD NEEDS MOST” is the Hope of the World! The ANTI-

CHRIST! We do not go to them to find out what Preparations to 

make for the “TIME OF TROUBLE” for they see no “TIME OF 

TROUBLE” in Babylonish Camp in “KEY” 73!  
 

A “HIDE-OUT” is out! A Camp to raise Organic Foods and gather 

Herbs to restore Health as a Preparation for the Time of Trouble - 

that is IN! With no DRUGS! Which means draw up your Charter so 

no ORGANIZATION will get their hands on that Property! Put it 

right in the Agreement! This Property NEVER to be given over to 

POISONOUS DRUG MEDICATION! Put it in the Agreement that 

this Property is for no other use but for a School of a Natural Health 

under the control of a named Board of Directors! Who are author-

ized to run it ONLY for that ONE purpose, or else SELL it to further 

that SAME work from another Center. Either the Property or the 

Sale of the Property (as Laws & Circumstances may indicate) to be 

for the Last Message and Health Work only.  

It may be indeed very Wise to have a Property rich in Soil for Pro-

duction, and have most of the Buildings and Auditorium in the Hills 

where Property value is low. The Spiritual atmosphere better. The 

rich Land to supply the Camp.  
 

Then in the "Beginning of the Time of Trouble" to sell the rich valu-

able Land, having in the meantime cleared a few spots in the Moun-

tain-Retreat to do for the Camp. (Or else reserve a few acres of the 

other Land as "Rental Rights.") The idea is to "Cut loose! cut loose!" 
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EW 56-8.  
 

Those who have been Planning for many Years to make such Prop-

erty available, should have the Right to live on any of the Properties 

held by the Association. Remain on the original Property, or move to 

the Mountain-Retreat, as they Wish.  
 

This entire Plan is NOT planned for the "Time of Trouble." It will be 

left and vacated in the Time of Trouble. "HEALTH  RFORM" and 

the purpose of the Center is to "PREPARE A PEOPLE" for the 

"Time of Trouble." (1) The Message. (2) Health. I suggest a Board 

of Directors, keeping all Drug-Lovers OUT! Or they will soon have 

you in their Coils. And all will be Lost. Just another SDA Institution. 

They have more than they can take care of already. Let this one be 

DIFFERENT!  
 

Many of the Retired will want to come. Set up a Trailer Camp. I sug-

gest people do NOT buy those BIG TRAILERS. They are too hard 

to move. Takes a Fortune. Buy one that has a good Kitchen, medium 

size, so a Car can pull it. Set this Unit in place as your Kitchen, and 

perhaps Living Room. Then with new modern Building Panels and 

Sheets, pre-fabricate a well-insulated two Big Rooms onto it. So it 

can be broken down and loaded in a Truck in a few Hours. Moved to 

the next Place. That way you can change your Neighbors easily. 

Avoid friction.  
 

The addition could be the Master Bed-Room, and Main Living 

Room. A Heater would be set up there to heat the Trailer also. You 

would be every bit as comfortable as in a Monster Trailer - at 1/2 the 

cost. Have a Wood-Heater handy in case the Electricity goes out.  
 

For there may be considerable Trouble before the "Time of Trou-

ble." Perhaps two Years of it. Hard to tell. There is going to be a 

"WAR" in the SEALING TIME. 1T 263, 268-270. (This Testimony 

is all mixed up. Read it from the ORIGINAL in RH Aug. 27 1861 

Art B. FCE 482. 2T 595. 4SGb 63. 5T 213. EW 213. 1T 259)  
 

There is going to be a "PESTILENCE" in the SEALING TIME,  

with FAMINE. Which will "CUT DOWN" many False Prophets  

running without a Message. LEFT OUT of EW 48 but found  

in PT 32. RH Sept. 1, 1849. 1T 268. 4SG 58. Jer. 8:2. Dead bodies 

around the World. No wonder property will be of no Value. There 

will be empty properties everywhere. TM 420.  
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TIME TO FLEE !  

If you want the TRUTH of the Testimonies you go by nothing else 

but the ORIGINAL Books. If you look in your GC to find the Time 

to "FLEE!" - they took that Testimony, that Sentence - split it clean 

in HALF - put the other HALF of that Sentence 10 pages away! 

Now try to Understand it! GC 616 to 626.  
 

BE CAREFUL! DO not jump to Conclusions! Go over it Word by 

Word before you are SURE! WHEN TO FLEE? Take  

it from the ORIGINAL ONLY. 1884 4SP 445. ENFORCEMENT of 

SUNDAY LAW. At ISSUING of Death Decree. 
 

THEREFORE - if we are Right - this is no real Worry at all! For the 

SEALING of Adventists will be over. "THE CRISIS" the SUNDAY

-LAW comes after the Close of Probation on the Sabbath-keeping 

World. 9T 97. RH Aug. 23 1898. RH July 5, 1906. 6T 400-1. Ev.27. 

TM 453. 2SM 16. 5T 524. 2T 191. (Check 9T 97 with 9T 91-2.) 

SUNDAY LAW! Probation CLOSED for Sabbatarian world. 
  

God's people cannot now Die. They give the LOUD CRY - 

"contrary to any human Planning." TM 300, 507. SpM 3. DA 212.  
 

They will not KNOW that they are SEALED. GC 615. Not even the 

Devil will know. GC 618. The DEATH DECREE comes AFTER the 

SEALING and DURING and BECAUSE OF - the Plagues. EW 36. 

GC 628. (Of course - the MAXWELL Book has no Room for that! It 

has only "Peace & Safety!"  
 

Now for your exhaustive Study and careful Consideration. Do not 

trust ONE WORD on DA 628. 
 

They tried to save the "JEW" so Maxwell could invite the 

“MESSIAH” to Palestine to set up that "ONE WORLD GOV-

ERNENT" and the RUSSELITE-RUTHERFORD-KNORR-

ARMSTRONG "Kingdom Come" - which the ORIGINAL pure Tes-

timony put the Kibosh on.  
 

When the SDA General Conference has sold out and gone over the 

"JEWS" in Medicine and now in Prophetic Interpretation for the 

"MESSIANIC AGE" - with Bed -Time Story Maxwell.  
 

You just make up your mind if you will believe the ORIGINIAL 

TESTIMONY - or go by JEW that is again seeking to Wreck the 

World. Will he do any Better than in Old Jerusalem? And what 
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about the False Prophets who came in this very Hour to lead us into 

"HIDE-OUTS?" All this was in the ORIGINAL TESTIMONY.  
 

Turn to RH Dec. 13 & 20. 1898. "Many false Messiahs will appear, 

claiming to work Miracles, and declaring that the Time for the deliv-

erance of the JEWISH NATION has come. These will mislead 

many. 
 

"These words were fulfilled. Between the death of Christ and the 

siege of Jerusalem, many false christs appeared. But this warning is 

given also to those who Live in this Age of the World. The SAME 

deceptions practiced prior to the destruction of Jerusalem will again 

be practiced. The SAME events that took place at the overthrow of 

Jerusalem will take place again.  
 

"And ye shall hear of WARS and rumors of WARS (Assassination 

of Kennedy's and ???) " ... all these things must come to pass, but the 

end (of the Jewish nation as a nation) is not yet ...  
 

"All these are the BEGINNING of sorrows." As the RABBIS see 

these SIGNS, Christ said, they will declare that they are God's Judg-

ments on the nations for holding his chosen people in bondage. 

Worst crop-failure in 100 years in Russia. Now American Govern-

ment has made a Deal with Russia to give them MILLIONS of Dol-

lars in Credit so they will release JEWS to Flock to Jerusalem to be 

ATOMIZED! The Jews take this as a SIGN to help them, or is it a 

SIGN to destroy them?)  
 

"They will say that these SIGNS are the Tokens of the Advent of the 

Messiah (the Maxwell Book!)  
 

"Be not deceived; they are the BEGINNING of his Judgments. The 

JEWISH people have looked to themselves. They have NOT RE-

PENTED and been converted, that I should heal them. (By far the 

greatest Majority boast that they are as Godless as the Bolsheviks.)  
 

"The SIGNS that they argue as Tokens of their release from Bond-

age are SIGNS of their DESTRUCTION." ... DA 628 
 

"So it will be again. But it is over the seventh-day Sabbath that the 

battle will be fought. (See how they messed that up in your DA 

630.) ... Because of Persecution many will be offended... they will 

stumble and fall, apostatizing from the Faith they once advocated... 

and will be bound up in Key '73 with unbelievers, scoffers, and 
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mockers.  
 

"Those who apostatize in time of trial will bear false witness and 

betray their brethren, to secure their own safety. They will tell where 

their brethren are concealed, (is this how your DA 630 reads? If not - 

why not?) 4SP 426 
 

" ...putting the wolves on their track. Christ has warned us of this, 

that we may not be surprised... "that ANTICHRIST shall come... 

whereby we KNOW that it is the last Time. They went OUT from 

us, but they were not OF us... (In the SEALING TIME - Families 

will SEPARATE. Under one pretext or another. GC 612.) RH Dec. 

20, 1898. 9T 231. 4SP 416. Mich. 7:5-10. Mark 13:12 
 

“And many False Prophets shall rise, and shall deceive many,” False 

Christs did arise, deceiving the people and leading great numbers 

into the Desert. Magicians and Sorcerers, claiming miraculous 

power drew the people after them into the mountain solitudes. But 

this prophecy was also spoken for the Last Days. COMPANIES in-

spired by SATAN will be formed to deceive and delude. This will be 

a SIGN of the Second Advent...  RH Dec. 20, 1897 
 

"When ye therefore shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken 

of by Daniel the Prophet, stand in the holy place (whoso readeth, let 

him understand,) then let them which be in Judea FLEE into the 

mountains (let there be no presumptuous dallying)... Mat. 24:15, 16 
 

"...the Christians obeyed this warning, and not a Christian perished 

in the destruction of the city... " RH, December 20, 1898 4SP 32. ST 

Feb. 20, 1901 

In the Final events of Earth’s history, it will not be safe to trust to the 

nearest and dearest of our relatives or friends if they refuse to BE-

LIEVE and OBEY the 3 angel’s messages.  

  Micah 7:5,6;  Matt.10:35,36; Mark 13:12; Luke 12:53 Deut. 13:6-8. 
 

In this Time, if we go with God - we are safe. If we follow the false 

Prophets we share their Fate DEATH! 
 

"Blind Leaders of the Blind - BOTH shall Fall in the Ditch!" Mat. 15:14 

 

“Go Ye OUT to Meet Him” 


